Kbpc3510 wiring diagram

Fixing electrical wiring, even more than any other house project is focused on safety. Install an
outlet correctly and it's since safe as that can be; set it up improperly and is actually potentially
deadly. That's why there are numerous rules surrounding electrical electrical wiring and
installations. Typically the rules can become complicated, for sure, and sometimes complicated,
even for master electricians, but there are basic concepts in addition to practices that affect
almost every electric wiring project, specially the kind that DIYers are competent to tackle. Kbpc
Wiring Diagram from circuit-diagramz. When you employ your finger or follow the circuit along
with your eyes, it is easy to mistrace the circuit. Electricity is very dangerous and can certainly
lead to electrocution, so you need to call an emergency electrical contractor for sensitive wiring
cases. However, it is possible to work on small electrical wiring in your home provided you
follow safety precautions. To make you better at wiring, here are some reliable tips and
techniques you need to master. Likely to be in a far greater position to safeguard yourself and
work more effectively. An RCD residual current device is one of the most crucial things to have
in your circuits. It is placed on socket outlets or blend boxes to prevent electrocution in the
situation of a DIY blunder. RCDs are devices that are used to monitor the flow of current
through a particular circuit, and they cut off the existing whenever it runs through an
unintended path. So if you accidentally touch a live wire, the RCD would discover the irregular
flow of the present and immediately shut off the circuit. This keeps both your family safe.
Having the right tools at hand can be another important aspect of electric work. For example,
stay away from knives as opposed to strippers when stripping your wires. Knives may weaken
the wire by notching the copper inside. Choose linesman pliers as opposed to the ordinary
slip-joint pliers when intending to twist wires. Typically the ordinary pliers would give you a
loose connection that may cause trouble in future. Also, ensure you've obtained a tester to test
the volt quality of the wire connections before and after working on them. Terminal contacts
would be the finish factors of wires, where a connection with a circuit occurs. They are some of
the most common connections, particularly if you're working together with receptacles and
changes. Terminal connections undergo a lot of stress, and bad joints easily loosen. So here's
the secret. When wrapping a wire around the terminal screw, do it in a clockwise direction. Of
which way, the screw tightens the link as it will go in. Also ensure that all the wire that's
covered around the screw is stripped. In case there are a airport terminal slot, you need to be
extra careful. Strip the wire perfect such that no insulation goes underneath the slot, and no
bare wire is left. Any faults here may cause the wire to the touch the ground wire or box. You
must be logged in to post a comment. Print the cabling diagram off and use highlighters in
order to trace the circuit. Facebook Tweet Pin. Use proper tools Having the right tools at hand
can be another important aspect of electric work. Watch your airport terminal cable connections
Terminal contacts would be the finish factors of wires, where a connection with a circuit occurs.
Leave a Comment Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. This article is made
due to many queries after the post about DeadBug Prototyping, so I've decided to make a whole
instructable to explain how the motorcycle regulator relay works and how to make it. It all
started with the my friend, who have asked me to resolve the problem with Voltage Regulator on
Honda X4 urgently. To know if it fits you have to look at the generic regulator, if it has one or
two red, one or two black and three "other-colored" wires pink, brown etc. In Honda X4 phase
wires and plus-minus wires are separated into two power connectors one has three terminals,
the other - four. So, let's begin. There are motorcycles with automotive-type generators, but
there are only few of them. Here I'd like to digress on the subject of "what is current, voltage,
and a voltage regulator. Let's not dig into details now, it is just important to understand the
main thing - an electric current has many parameters, but we need two most important of them current and voltage. The current is measured in amperes, and the voltage is measured in volts.
To understand what it is, imagine that your wire is the channel, and the current - water flowing
over it. So the current is water flow rate, and the voltage - water level in the channel. For further
understanding of the text that's enough. We won't bother about rectifiers - a diode is a diode
captain obvious was here. The objective of any voltage regulator - to receive a voltage and
lower it to the certain desired level and hold it at that level. The operating principles of the
stabilizers are divided into impulse, linear and shunt. The shunt stabilizer makes excess voltage
"bypass the consumer". The simplest shunt regulator is assembled from two parts - the resistor
and zener diode. Zener diode, it is such a funny thing that when the voltage is less than needed,
he zenner diode or ZD pretends absent ie, allegedly ragged wire , and when the voltage is more
than you need, he pretends to be a wire ie starts to freely conduct current. Imagine valve with
spring, that's the same principle. It works like this. When the voltage is less than you need, a
zener diode does not conduct current, all the current goes to the consumer. Water flow is low,
the valve is closed. When voltage somehow is increased and becomes more than necessary,
zener diode begins to conduct, and all superfluous voltage "falls" bypassing the consumer

through the zener diode to the ground. Water flow is high, the valve is opened and pouring out
the excess water. Thus, our power, our "water level" all time stays approximately the same
value. Everything seems be fine, but there is no zener diode for high currents. This valve can
only be a small diameter. Therefore, to make a stabilizer for high-current with the use of zener
diode only is impossible. How to deal with it I will explain later. Linear stabilizer operates on the
principle when the voltage is too high, it creates additional difficulties to pass through. The best
comparison - the toilet water tank. If he level in the tank is small - the valve is open, the water is
poured into it, if the level rises - the float pulls up, the valve is closing, the hole almost closed
when water reached the correct level, the valve is closed. Flush, level dropped, the water ran
out, and it all goes all over again. Same thing here, only it's very fast. On the first picture on the
charts we see blue, red and green three phases of our generator passed through the diode
bridge. It is worth to mention that we consider the processes occurring in only one full turn of
the shaft of the generator, ie, in reality, there is a fact that the output has acidic battery as a
HUGE capacity we get stable 14,5V. As I said earlier, the most likely cause of failure of the relay
- the breakdown of any diode in the rectifier bridge. All because of one little diode, two of the
three generator windings are converted into unnecessary stuff. Second picture shows a graph
in the form of "boobs" - this is the only survived phase. The other two shown in brown dotted
line - are dead for us from now. If you looked carefully at the charts, you probably noticed that
the voltage at the survived phase rises up to nearly 25V. And in a working system it is no more
than 10V. This is not a mistake. Regulator scheme immediately suspects something is not right
and decides at all costs, to keep required But measuring the output voltage you are unlikely to
find the correct voltage. It is worth noting that we speak of the shunt relay controller. This
regulation is very different from car schemes and of course car regulators do not fit our
problems. Namely, car voltage regulator regulates the current on the stimulating winding with
the intent produce stable voltage on the stator. And motorcycle shunt relay controller works so:
when the voltage across the winding of the stator winding is exceeded it shunts the generator
winding, not giving the voltage to rise above provisions, and this is due to the fact that as the
causative agent in the motorcycle a permanent magnet is used and it requires no excitation. Do
not forget that some motorcycles use "car" regulatory system. Usually, it is easy to determine if
you know where generator is located. If he has a separate building - it is likely, a generator with
an excitation winding at anchor. If it is located inside the engine - a high probability is that it's
the armature permanent magnet, which means somewhere our friend shunt regulator is hidden.
On the picture, perhaps, the most complete regulator circuit is shown that can be found in the
manual on Japanese motorcycles. Here we can see that the voltage from the three-phase
alternator AC generator , driven by a permanent magnet, is rectified through three-phase diode
bridge diode bridge highlighted in green and it all gets straight to the battery battery. A
regulation is engaged in "secret" Integrated circuit that controls powerfull thyristors highlighted
in red that short-cut the generator to itself through the diode bridge if the voltage exceeds
limits. In general, everything is simple, but there is a serious problem - a rectifying diode bridge
is very heavily loaded and richly heated, because they are forced to overcome all the current
produced by the generator through themselves. The most common failure of VR is the failure of
one of the diodes, ie breakdown of any diode. In this scenario, the scheme does not cease to
give tension, but no longer able to cope with its tasks. Note: small parts are better to take with a
stock, they cost a penny, but they are lost or broken very easily. Note3: in bridge name "KBPC"
35 means 35 ampere you can take more but it's way too overprotected 35 is more than enough
and 10 means volts, so if there is 12 it would mean volts also overprotection, peak voltages
woun't exceed V, so is the golden point. Same for the triac marking. On the above pictures with
schemes power lines are highlighted thick, it is no coincidence. When assembling, you should
use a serious copper wire of Thin lines show the low-voltage lines, where you can take
advantage of flexible thin wires. I gave both schemes, for 3-phase and three single-phase
bridges, but I strongly recommend to make VR with three separated bridges, because it makes
this VR almost ultimate. First of all carefully prepare the layout depending on the radiator size
and height. I tried 15 different layouts before I decided to cut out 5 ribs out of 13 i had basicly.
The more ribs you have and the higher they are - the better clooling yiu will receive. But do not
locate elements too close - in that case they will heat each other. The most heating elements are
BTA and bridges. I gave my radiator to the miler, who cut the ribs, but the radiator needed much
work after that because the cutout was very coarse. I took the rasp and finished the surface to
perfectly fine. You need to get an appropriate wire somewhere. Refer to the photos to see the
wire thickness and bridges layout. While soldering make make good warm-up of soldering
spots and use flux, this must give you good shiny mirror-like soldering and will guarantee long
work of the device. If the soldering spot is matted, then you either didn't heat it enough or didn't
gave enough of flux. But try not to overheat. If you polished the heat-sink and applied the

thermal paste, than the heat will transfer to heat-sink, spread and everything will be ok. Those
wires must be very tough and multicore, all the load processed by VR is put on them. That is
why I soldered two plus wires on opposite ends of the Plus Bus and two minus wires on sides
of Minus Bus. My wires are 4 sq. Check if your wiring is correct again. Better print all the
schemes and pages from datasheets to be sure. I know that I already make you sick, sorry for
that, but check the wiring again before this step. I've checked my build even if I moved it from
one table to another. If any phase-to-pole check goes both ways - diode bridge is faulty and
broken or you have a short cut between copper rails. Requires replacement of a bridge or
bending the rails. If it does not work: somewhere screwed up or bought the faulty chip. That's
why I recommend to by a couple of these. In experiments with the running motor better do NOT
connect on-board electric network as a load because in some weird cases of force majeure
there is a possibility to burn out all the electronics on the bike. In certain cases, when there is
an fatal error made during mounting and soldering of the relay, the VR can issue a V! Therefore I
recommend to use as a load W 12 V bulb connected directly to the battery like on the picture.
Always , under all circumstances, keep terminals connected to the battery on a running
motorcycle! If not, than this is a sure way to kill its brain! Now, check that your output wires do
not shortcut, do not lay on the bike frame, do not lay on your hands etc. Generally, you need to
find a zener diode so that the whole scheme gave the needed voltage. For a start try to
understand what is the correct voltage. If an ordinary battery is acid, its rate of charge lays
within If the battery is gel, the rate is Different sources say different. In general, it is of course
the choice of each biker and everything depends on the specific conditions. I used a 13V zenner
and had Suit yourself depending on your power consumption Xenon lights or heat bulb,
onboard music, etc. If you checked all you could check and everything works fine, than you are
a winner, the whole thing can be filled with epoxy glue compound. If you want the scheme to
work long and reliable, it is a mandatory part because of the bumps and dirt - it will not live long
a day or two. For fans speed up the process: adding more thickener to glue, epoxy resin may
lose their dielectric properties. So, in the preparation of the adhesive, follow the instructions.
I'm bad at portioning so I bought epoxy with already measured amounts by caring dosing
machines at the factory. Now you will need a plastic vessel, a syringe and gloves from nearby
apothecary. All needed parts are on the fist photo. Transparent liquid is epoxy, near it stands
hardener. Make a very good bath in your heat sink. I made my out of paper sticky, it seeped
from all holes. Better make it out of baking wax paper and turn it with duct tape. The problem is
caused bu the epoxy at the time it process a chemical reaction. It heats up to 60 degrees
Celsius and nearly begins to boil letting out all the gases and bubbles. It also becomes very
fluent unlike it is at the start of reaction. Pure epoxy and hardener together, mix it well, follow
instructions on the box or wherever they are. Watch for the bubbles gather together into big
ones. At the start 30 minutes or so you can help small bubbles to gather into big ones,
afterwards look on the consistency of the epoxy not to make craters on the surface. Install VR
on your bike, better to do it like on last photos - outside. This will give you an opportunity to
check temperature first couple of days, and will give good cooling airflow through the heat sink.
After that VR can move in other place. I made a meter long wires, so after I figured out that it
becomes barely warm it moved under the seat. Gud day.. Reply 1 year ago. By the way i tested it
using led lamp with a tester on both terminals.. Question 1 year ago. Hello Everybody, i ask for
help, because i got some problem with the RR i made based on this description. Right after i
start the bike, the Zener burns out immediately, after that comes the ULN, and voila, no charge.
Tried to change the blowed parts, same happens. Every connection is good, rechecked it times,
tests done, only the bike test fails ever. Thanks in advance for a reply! Answer 1 year ago. Same
here bro.. Question 2 years ago on Step 3. Question 1 year ago on Step 3. All the 3 triacs,on the
same heatsink,connected to minus,is there not a problem?? Question 2 years ago on Step I
have a NSU LUX and I have not yet found a solution for the 6v regulator with dynamo and I'm
sure a lot of those who own old engines will have the same problem. I'm pretty sure that you
can solve this problem and I ask for help. Hi Arezus, thanks lots for this; am keen to try a build!
My Yamaha cc scooter regulator is obsolete and the service manual only shows 3 wires running
from regulator to "gen". How can I match the wires to your regulator? I have access to a
multimeter. Any help much appreciated thanks! It seems there's maybe a 'in' and an 'out' and a
3rd wire going to the regulator as well. Keen to build this thing but need to be able to wire it in
without blowing up my charging system That's great! Thanks very much AkosN4! Disclaimer:
Some schemes where taken from the basic author of the circuit, Skrut, he developed the basics
of this schematic. I made my vision of it and chose my details. And wrote this article. The first
part of the article is theoretical explanation for people who have little knowledge in electronics,
so it is replete with not quite correct comparison and simplifications. Please do not poke me in
the face with electrical engineering textbook to teach me Kirchhoff's law. Anyway, in other case

you can skip it or move to Step 3. English is not my native, so I ask you to treat any mistakes
indulgently. If you are OK with listed above, then you are welcome for further reading. First, it
turned out that motorcycle VR Voltage Regulator - it's not a car VR, who could have guessed ;
There are two differences between them and they are very serious. Auto VR is a stabilizer. Auto
VR adjusts the voltage on the field winding of the generator. Motorcycle VR regulates the output
voltage of the generator. Now about stabilizer that we'll need in this project. This is actually the
norm of life for any system of stabilization of three-phase AC voltage. Now, crime news. How
did it happen? Very simple: Regulator scheme immediately suspects something is not right and
decides at all costs, to keep required When you are supeshure in your layout you can cut out
the ribs for parts. After that check the layout one more time and mark the holes for mounting.
Drill holes, cut the screw-thread. Apply thermal paste, this is also VERY important. The CPU
paste will do fine. I give the photos step-by-step, so comments are unnecessary. Nevertheless:
You need to get an appropriate wire somewhere. Note how I bent BTA's and bridge's contacts.
Check 5 times how you located the bridges. On these photos the wires are: RED - the Plus.
Brown - the Minus. Yellow-Green - three brother-phases. First of all, check the integrity of the
diode bridges, this poor thing suffer most. To do this: check it with the multimeter set to Ohms
or beeper. One way it has to beep in the opposite - no. The result must be the same. Do these
operations with all three phases all three bridges that is If any phase-to-pole check goes both
ways - diode bridge is faulty and broken or you have a short cut between copper rails.
Personally I skipped further parts of this step, but you can check everything. Between the 12th
and the 8th leg of ULN should be a shortcut or low resistance. Does not work: looking for faulty
BTA semistors - change with a new one. I mportant part!! Start the bike an use multimeter to
check the voltage on the output of VR. Wait 24h or whatever is written on your epoxy box. Did
you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in
Arduino. Mars Clock by prdassonville in Clocks. AjenjoV 1 year ago. Reply Upvote. AjenjoV
AjenjoV Reply 1 year ago. Answer Upvote. AjenjoV futtyosgyuri Answer 1 year ago. I have only
5W ohms resistors in my magazin. How it will effect the scheme? KeithC20 3 years ago.
Greetings, Im newbie here. Talicnix Question 2 years ago on Step Beluga 1 year ago. Beluga
Beluga Reply 1 year ago. Electrical cabling is really a potentially harmful task if done
improperly. One should never attempt operating on electrical wiring without knowing the below
tips as well as tricks followed by simply even the many experienced electrician. Autometer Volt
Gauge Wiring Diagram from When you employ your finger or perhaps stick to the circuit along
with your eyes, it is easy to mistrace the circuit. A single trick that I actually 2 to print a similar
wiring diagram off twice. Electricity is very dangerous and may easily lead to electrocution, so
you need to call an emergency electrician for sensitive wiring cases. However, you may work on
minimal electrical wiring at home provided you follow safety precautions. To make you better at
wiring, here are some reliable tips and techniques you need to understand. Likely to be in a far
greater position to safeguard yourself and work better. An RCD residual current device is one of
the most important things to have in your circuits. RCDs are devices that are employed to
monitor the flow of current through a particular circuit, and they cut off the present whenever it
flows through an unintentional path. So if you accidentally touch a live wire, the RCD would find
the irregular flow of the existing and immediately switch off the circuit. This particular keeps
both you and your family safe. Having the right tools at hand is also a important aspect of
electrical work. For instance, avoid using knives as opposed to strippers when stripping your
wires. Knives may weaken the line by notching the copper inside. Go for linesman pliers rather
than the ordinary slip-joint pliers when intending to twist wires. Typically the ordinary pliers
would give you a loose connection that may cause trouble in future. Likewise, ensure you've
got a tester to test the volts of the wire connections before and after working on them. Terminal
connections would be the conclusion points of wires, where a connection with an external
circuit occurs. These are generally some of the most frequent connections, specifically if you're
dealing with receptacles and switches. Terminal connections go through a lot of stress, and
poor joints easily relax. So here's the key. When wrapping a wire around the terminal screw, do
it in a clockwise direction. That will way, the mess tightens the connection as it moves in. Also
ensure that all the wire that's wrapped around the mess is stripped. Inside case there are a fatal
slot, you have to be extra careful. Strip the wire perfect such that no padding goes underneath
the slot, and no bare wire is left. Any problems here may cause the wire to touch the ground
wire or box. You must be logged in to post a comment. Print the cabling diagram off and use
highlighters in order to trace the routine. Facebook Tweet Pin. Use proper tools Having the right
tools at hand is also a important aspect of electrical work. Watch your airport terminal contacts
Terminal connections would be the conclusion points of wires, where a connection with an
external circuit occurs. Leave a Comment Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a
comment. Before going to bridge rectifier, we need to know what actually a rectifier is and what

is the need for a rectifier. Rectifiers are mainly classified into three types: Half-wave rectifier ,
Center tapped full-wave rectifier and Bridge rectifier. In half wave rectifier, only 1 half cycle is
allowed and the remaining half cycle is blocked. As a result, nearly half of the applied power is
wasted in half wave rectifier. In addition to this, the output current or voltage produced by half
wave rectifier is not a pure DC but a pulsating DC which is not much useful. In order to
overcome this problem, scientists developed a new type of rectifier known as center tapped full
wave rectifier. The main advantage of center tapped full wave rectifier is that it allows electric
current during both positive and negative half cycles of the input AC signal. As a result, the DC
output of the center tapped full wave rectifier is double of that of a half-wave rectifier. In
addition to this, the DC output of center tapped full wave rectifier contains very fewer ripples.
As a result, the DC output of the center tapped full wave rectifier is smoother than the half wave
rectifier. However, the center tapped full wave rectifier has one drawback that is the
center-tapped transformer used in it is very expensive and occupies large space. To cut this
extra cost, scientists developed a new type of rectifier known as a bridge rectifier. In bridge
rectifier, center tap is not required. If stepping down or stepping up of voltage is not required,
then even the transformer can be eliminated in the bridge rectifier. The rectifier efficiency of a
bridge rectifier is almost equal to the center tapped full wave rectifier. The only advantage of
bridge rectifier over center tapped full wave rectifier is the reduction in cost. In bridge rectifier,
instead of using the center-tapped transformer, four diodes are used. Now we get an idea about
the three types of rectifiers. The half wave rectifier and the center tapped full wave rectifier full
wave rectifier are already discussed in the previous tutorials. This tutorial is mainly focused on
the bridge rectifier. A bridge rectifier is a type of full wave rectifier which uses four or more
diodes in a bridge circuit configuration to efficiently convert the Alternating Current AC into
Direct Current DC. The construction diagram of a bridge rectifier is shown in the below figure.
The main advantage of this bridge circuit configuration is that we do not require an expensive
center tapped transformer, thereby reducing its cost and size. The four diodes D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , D
4 are arranged in series with only two diodes allowing electric current during each half cycle.
For example, diodes D 1 and D 3 are considered as one pair which allows electric current during
the positive half cycle whereas diodes D 2 and D 4 are considered as another pair which allows
electric current during the negative half cycle of the input AC signal. When input AC signal is
applied across the bridge rectifier, during the positive half cycle diodes D 1 and D 3 are forward
biased and allows electric current while the diodes D 2 and D 4 are reverse biased and blocks
electric current. On the other hand, during the negative half cycle diodes D 2 and D 4 are
forward biased and allows electric current while diodes D 1 and D 3 are reverse biased and
blocks electric current. During the positive half cycle, the terminal A becomes positive while the
terminal B becomes negative. This causes the diodes D 1 and D 3 forward biased and at the
same time, it causes the diodes D 2 and D 4 reverse biased. The current flow direction during
the positive half cycle is shown in the figure A I. During the negative half cycle, the terminal B
becomes positive while the terminal A becomes negative. This causes the diodes D 2 and D 4
forward biased and at the same time, it causes the diodes D 1 and D 3 reverse biased. The
current flow direction during negative half cycle is shown in the figure B I. From the above two
figures A and B , we can observe that the direction of current flow across load resistor R L is
same during the positive half cycle and negative half cycle. Therefore, the polarity of the output
DC signal is same for both positive and negative half cycles. The output DC signal polarity may
be either completely positive or negative. In our case, it is completely positive. If the direction of
diodes is reversed then we get a complete negative DC voltage. Thus, a bridge rectifier allows
electric current during both positive and negative half cycles of the input AC signal. The output
waveforms of the bridge rectifier is shown in the below figure. During the positive half cycle, the
diodes D 1 and D 3 are in the conducting state while the diodes D 2 and D 4 are in the
non-conducting state. On the other hand, during the negative half cycle, the diodes D 2 and D 4
are in the conducting state while the diodes D 1 and D 3 are in the non-conducting state. The
smoothness of the output DC signal is measured by using a factor known as ripple factor. The
output DC signal with very fewer ripples is considered as the smooth DC signal while the output
DC signal with high ripples is considered as the high pulsating DC signal. Ripple factor is
mathematically defined as the ratio of ripple voltage to the pure DC voltage. The ripple factor for
a bridge rectifier is given by. The ripple factor of the bridge rectifier is 0. High rectifier efficiency
indicates a most reliable rectifier while the low rectifier efficiency indicates a poor rectifier.
Rectifier efficiency is defined as the ratio of the DC output power to the AC input power. The
maximum rectifier efficiency of a bridge rectifier is Low ripples in the output DC signal. The DC
output signal of the bridge rectifier is smoother than the half wave rectifier. In other words, the
bridge rectifier has fewer ripples as compared to the half wave rectifier. However, the ripple
factor of the bridge rectifier is same as the center tapped full wave rectifier. High rectifier

efficiency. The rectifier efficiency of the bridge rectifier is very high as compared to the half
wave rectifier. However, the rectifier efficiency of bridge rectifier and center tapped full wave
rectifier is same. Low power loss. In half wave rectifier only one half cycle of the input AC signal
is allowed and the remaining half cycle of the input AC signal is blocked. As a result, nearly half
of the applied input power is wasted. However, in the bridge rectifier, the electric current is
allowed during both positive and negative half cycles of the input AC signal. So the output DC
power is almost equal to the input AC power. Bridge rectifier circuit looks very complex. In a
half wave rectifier, only a single diode is used whereas in a center tapped full wave rectifier two
diodes are used. But in the bridge rectifier, we use four diodes for the circuit operation. So the
bridge rectifier circuit looks more complex than the half wave rectifier and center tapped full
wave rectifier. More power loss as compared to the Center tapped full wave rectifier. In
electronic circuits, the more diodes we use the more voltage drop will occur. The power loss in
bridge rectifier is almost equal to the center tapped full wave rectifier. However, in a bridge
rectifier, the voltage drop is slightly high as compared to the center tapped full wave rectifier.
This is due to two additional diodes total four diodes. In center tapped full wave rectifier, only
one diode conducts during each half cycle. So the voltage drop in the circuit is 0. But in the
bridge rectifier, two diodes which are connected in series conduct during each half cycle. So
the voltage drop occurs due to two diodes which is equal to 1. However, the power loss due to
this voltage drop is very small. If you want to read about bridge rectifier with filter visit: bridge
rectifier with filter ". Evolution of rectifiers Rectifiers are mainly classified into three types:
Half-wave rectifier , Center tapped full-wave rectifier and Bridge rectifier. Rectifier Rectifier What is rectifier Half wave rectifier Half wave rectifier with filter Full wave rectifier Full wave
rectifier with filter Bridge rectifier Bridge rectifier with filter Clipper circuits Clamper circuits
Voltage multiplier. Bridge rectifier definition A bridge rectifier is a type of full wave rectifier
which uses four or more diodes in a bridge circuit configuration to efficiently convert the
Alternating Current AC into Direct Current DC. Bridge rectifier construction The construction
diagram of a bridge rectifier is shown in the below figure. How bridge rectifier works?
Advantages of bridge rectifier Low ripples in the output DC signal The DC output signal of the
bridge rectifier is smoother than the half wave rectifier. High rectifier efficiency The rectifier
efficiency of the bridge rectifier is very high as compared to the half wave rectifier. Low power
loss In half wave rectifier only one half cycle of the input AC signal is allowed and the remaining
half cycle of the input AC signal is blocked. Disadvantages of bridge rectifier Bridge rectifier
circuit looks very complex In a half wave rectifier, only a single diode is used whereas in a
center tapped full wave rectifier two diodes are used. More power loss as compared to the
Center tapped full wave rectifier In electronic circuits, the more diodes we use the more voltage
drop will occur. If you are an automotive technician, vehicle technician, or a motor mechanic,
you may find this cheap yet powerful car battery charger circuit extremely handy, as it can be
used for charging all types of car and motorcycle battery overnight with minimum effort. This
charger is specially suited for garages since it has a rugged and a maintenance free design,
which allows the mechanic to use it without too many precautions. The only precaution that
needs to be taken is the voltage selection between 6 V and 12 V, depending on the battery.
Another advantage of this solid state car battery charger is that the car mechanic can leave the
battery unattended after connecting it with the charger, since the charger itself takes care of
everything, right from auto full charge cut off to a current a controlled charging. This circuit can
also be used by all motorists so that they can be relaxed, especially on cold mornings. The unit
will automatically charge the car's accumulator overnight so that during frozen mornings the
car engine starts readily and at the first cranking. While implementing an overnight battery
charging unit, it becomes crucial to ensure that the battery does not get overcharged at any
circumstances. To make sure overcharging can never take place, the output voltage from the
charger ought to be limited to the correct safe limit. For 12 volt batteries the optimal safe
charging voltage is approximately The full charge voltage threshold for 12 V car battery is
adjusted using preset P2, and for 6 V motorcycle battery it is set by preset P1. This is actually
set by the presets P2 or P3 as explained previously. Now, as the voltage level begins reaching
the full charge level, the current begins dropping until it reaches almost the 0 amp mark. This in
turn dries off the base bias for the power transistor 2N, shutting off the charging supply to the
battery. The current sensor stage using T1, T2, and preset P1 can be used for setting any
current between 2 and 6 amps for charging the relevant car battery. The output charging current
or the charging status can be continuously monitored through an ordinary ammeter. This could
be any cheap ammeter rated appropriately. The series resistors Rs is used for suitably
calibrating the meter response to full scale deflection initially, and 0V deflection at full charge.
The capacitor Cp ensures that the meter needle does not vibrating due to Hz frequency from the
bridge rectifier. It must be noted that no filter capacitor is included in this car battery charger

circuit, which helps to implement two factors: 1 cost and space saving, 2 Enhance battery life
by minimizing the sulfation chances of the plates. The only single smoothing element in the
charger is the car battery itself! As can be seen the presets P2, P3 are associated with a few
rectifier diodes and zener diodes. When the 1K preset setting is at the maximum level, it sets the
relevant outputs to 14 V and 7 V for 12 V and 6 V battery charging respectively. The 1 K presets
allow the user to fine-tune the full charge level to the preferred precise value. In case the
maximum default value fails to reach the recommended levels of The output current limit can be
fixed by appropriately adjusting the P1 preset in the following manner:. Now, slowly adjust P1
until the desired maximum current is determined through the meter reading. This will fix the
output charging current for the car battery at the required optimal rate. If you have any circuit
related query, you may interact through comments, I'll be most happy to help! Your email:. Your
email address will not be published. Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers my comment.
Greetings, first of all thank you very much for sharing your knowledge with us, your car battery
charger project is very interesting, I am currently working on the manufacture of one, but I am
only interested in the current sensor part, since I plan to use a controller module charging
already prefabricated since it considerably reduces the cost.. I thank you in advance for a timely
response.. You are most welcome. I think you can add the current control system externally by
using the 3rd concept from the bottom , in this article:. The input supply can be from your
existing charger unit, and the load can be replaced with your battery. Dual Battery Charger
Circuit with Isolator. In this article you will get to know in detail about the regulated car battery
charger circuit for the garage. Things to be considering include many options listed in this link.
It is very useful article and would suggest others too. I am sure many people will come to read
this in future. Hello sir can you tell me that what is the difference of charging between lead acid
and lithium ion if i am using auto cutt-off. Plz clear my ambiguity. Auto cut off is compulsory for
both types if the maximum charging voltage is set at the standard full charge level which are Sir
i am a student and wanted to do some research on batteries and wanted to build a charger for
lithium ion of rating 12v 14ah, i have seen many circuit of lithium on your site but they all are on
4. And curiously i was also thinking of making a charger that can charge my both Lead and Li
batteries what do you think? And sir how can i do float charge for my Lead Acid battery? Adil,
The main advantage of Li-ion batteries is that, they can be charged very fast through 1C rate
current, equal to their Ah rating, which is not possible with a lead acid battery. Although at this
rate the battery may warm up significantly and may require an additional temp compensation
circuitry attached. Nevertheless, charging at slower rate ensures the battery never heats up, so
no extra circuitry required, and the battery life is also enhanced due to lower level of stress on
the battery. For your battery you can use a maximum voltage of For float charge keep a ohm 1
watt resistor connected directly from battery positive to the supply positive. I am a beginner and
would like to build the above battery charger from your sketch. What I do not understand, is the
green resistor indicated with RS. I need a list of components and on this one I have lost you.
The RS is a current limiting resistor which must be adjusted to a value that allows the meter to
produce a full scale deflection at the maximum current from the battery charger. This will allow
the meter to be calibrated right from from 0 to the maximum available capacity of the unit. You
may have to experiment the value by trying different resistors, until the right one is found which
allows the meter to produce a full scale deflection at the maximum load current from the unit.
And at last sir can you give me a circuit for temperature sensing while charging in battery that i
can use with this circuit for battery. Waiting for your reply Thanks. Adil, you can change the
charging rate by adjusting the P1 pot accordingly. There are no critical rules for charging
batteries except having a correctly controlled voltage and current and an auto cut off at full
charge. Float charging is required if you are not using the battery immediately after full
charging. Good morning ENGR. Can this circuit above charge inverter battery amps normal?
Please can you help me with ferrite core transformer battery charger. For A battery. It is for
construction purpose, yes there are a few things missing, for example, how to set the presets,
and how to calibrate the meter. Sir is this circuit as it, IS suitable for Lithium ion and for Lead
acid i can use hm resistor for Float charge? And if this circuit can charge both Lead and Lithium
ion batteries then why we have numerous circuits separate for individual lead and lithium ion or
what is the differnce between this and other Lithium ion circui
2007 accord radio removal
2008 jeep diesel
94 mustang tail lights
ts? Adil, I have already explained you elaborately regarding the differences between the two
batteries. Special chargers are created for the layman users who have no idea how to change
the charging parameters, and to ensure fastest charging for the respective batteries. You'll also

like: 1. Comments Your Comments are too Valuable! But please see that they are related to the
above article, and are not off-topic! Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
Search Related Posts for Commenting Search this website. Hi, do you have any DC-DC power
supplies schematic? Is this one complete , i want to make one for my personal use. Can any
body help me. Yes that may be true, I hope the readers will take a note of this. Is it possible to
add reverse polarity protection in this ckt? It is possible by using a relay stage at the output. We
use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to
use this site we will assume that you are happy with it.

